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Purpose of the Operation and Maintenance Manual
This Instruction Manual is an integral part of the ETS , ETS TOUCH and is intended
to provide you with all the information you need to
●
●
●
●
●

The correct installation of the electronic devices (hardware and software)
that make up the system;
A thorough knowledge of its operation and intended use;
Knowledge of the hazards and risks present when using vehicles on which
the ETS / ETS TOUCH system has been installed;
Proper awareness of security issues among operators;
Its correct use in safe conditions;

Please read the instructions in this manual carefully before installing
and using the ETS/ ETS TOUCH to ensure safe operation at all times.

The technical information contained in this document is provided for
information purposes only and does not constitute a contractual
commitment.
Kiwitron s.r.l. reserves the right to make any graphic or functional
changes to the devices and/or software without prior notice.

If the information in the manual seems insufficient, it is mandatory to
contact Kiwitron s.r.l. technical assistance.

Kiwitron s.r.l.
Customer service
Tel. +39 051 1889 3470
Mail: support@kiwitron.it
web: www.kiwitron.it/help
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Target audience
This manual is intended for: the installer, the operator of the vehicles on which
it is installed, and qualified personnel authorised to maintain the system.
The operation of the ETS /ETS TOUCH should be entrusted to
appropriately trained personnel.
Format and qualified.
All personnel responsible for the installation, operation and use of
the ETS/ETS TOUCH must have read and understood this operating
and maintenance manual.

How to read the manual
The Manual has been divided into self-contained chapters, to facilitate the
immediate understanding of the text, terms, abbreviations and pictograms are
used, the meaning of which is indicated below.
ABBREVIATIONS:
Par. = paragraph
Page = page
Fig= figure
Tab. = table
PITTOGRAMS:

Pitt.

Description
CAUTION: Pay attention to the text next to this pictogram.

PROHIBITION:
permitted.

Indicates

operations

or

actions

that

are not
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CONFIRM: Present on the touchscreen display, it acts as a button to
CONFIRM a certain operation.
CANCEL: Present on the touchscreen display as a button.
to CANCEL a given operation.
OFF: Inactive parameter, present on the touchscreen display.

Unit of measurement
The units of measurement given in the manual are those of the International
System (SI).

Glossary
●

●

●

Immobilizer: This is an electronic device, installed on a vehicle, to
prevent or at least hinder its theft in the first instance, possibly allowing it
to be found more easily after the crime has been committed.
Data logger: A data logger is a digital electronic device, usually small in
size, that records data through an internal sensor or connected to an
external one, powered by an internal battery and equipped with a
microprocessor and a memory for data acquisition. Some can be
connected to a personal computer and allow, with a special software, to
see the acquired data, while others have their own interfaces (keypad,
display).
CAN bus: The Controller Area Network, also known as CAN-bus, is a serial
standard for field buses (mainly in the automotive environment), of
multicast type, introduced in the 1980s by Robert Bosch GmbH, to
connect different electronic control units (ECUs). CAN has been
specifically designed to work without problems even in environments
strongly disturbed by the presence of electromagnetic waves and can
use a balanced potential difference line such as RS-485 as a transmission
medium.
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●

●
●
●

●

●

NFC: Near Field Communication (NFC) is a technology that provides
short-range (up to 10 cm) bi-directional wireless (RF) connectivity. It was
jointly developed by Philips, LG, Sony, Samsung and Nokia.
Working profile: A set of parameters by which the system is preset to
perform certain functions.
Badge: A plastic card used for personal identification containing
identification or access information.
Controller Touch pad: control and operating interface consisting of a
screen on which commands can be given by manually typing in various
keys that appear on the screen.
ETS-UP: ETS-Up device, is the "upper" device of the system, which is used
as a physical interface by the user, it can be a card reader or a Touch Pad
controller. It is usually mounted close to the operator's control station.
ETS-DN: ETS-Down device, is the "bottom" device of the system, it is a
relay box to which various sensors that are part of the system are wired. It
is located in the battery and/or engine compartment of the vehicle on
which the system is installed.

Intended use
The ETS/ETS TOUCH system is designed for use only on self-propelled industrial
trucks or industrial vehicles with electric, endothermic or hybrid engine and
operator that comply with the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.

Prohibited use
Any use of the ETS /ETS TOUCH not expressly described in this manual is not
permitted.
And in particular:
●

It is not permitted to install ETS /ETS TOUCH on vehicles that can travel
on public roads.

●

In bogies crossing tracks unless there is already a self-holding system
applied to the starter consent.
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ETS / ETS TOUCH and its accessories and additional sensors are
service tools.
ETS / ETS TOUCH and its accessories and additional sensors are not
safety systems as they are not covered by Annex IV of Directive
2006/42/EC and therefore cannot be used for residual risk
reduction.
ETS / ETS TOUCH Not an explosion-proof device.
ETS / ETS TOUCH Cannot be installed on vehicles with two or more
axles powered by an endothermic engine, such as cars, trucks,
mopeds, motorbikes, and operating machinery licensed for public
use.

General safety instructions
The ETS / ETS TOUCH system CANNOT replace the safety devices
of the vehicle on which it is installed.

The ETS / ETS TOUCH MUST be installed in compliance with the
general safety regulations.

It is forbidden to install the ETS / ETS TOUCH system to inhibit or
alter the operation of the safety systems already present on the
vehicle.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO USE the system to operate power contactors,
as opening them while current is flowing would cause an electric
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arc.

WARNING THE OPERATOR of the vehicle before carrying out any
remote operation (web cloud or remote connection via PC) to
prevent dangerous situations.

The management of blocking (or slowing down) MUST respect the
safety of the machine and the operators. The stopping of a machine
MUST NOT create potentially dangerous situations.

When positioning the ETS with one of the wireless options, KEEP A
MINIMUM DISTANCE of 20 cm from the operator.

Do not use the ETS in the presence of flammable gases or fumes,
near petrol stations, fuel depots, chemical plants or during blasting
operations. Avoid any potentially explosive atmosphere.

Warnings on the emission of radio waves
●

The ETS / ETS TOUCH system receives and emits radio waves.

●

The wireless modules used for GPRS and WiFi transmissions meet all
security requirements for high-frequency radio-wave communications.

●

The maximum power radiated by the ETS is below the thresholds
imposed by the regulations.

●

Interference may be generated if used in close proximity to equipment
such as TV, radio, computers or any unshielded electrical and/or
electronic equipment.
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Observe the restrictions imposed on the use of electronic
equipment if the vehicle on which the system is installed is used:
● In hospitals or other health facilities.
● Near an airport.
● In all areas where there are restrictions imposed due to the
use of electronic equipment.

Risk assessment
It is the responsibility of the operator (owner of the vehicle) to carry out an
environmental risk analysis prior to installation.
●

During the installation phase, it is imperative to ensure that any
malfunctioning of the ETS does not compromise either the safety or the
productivity of the operators and the plant.

●

It is essential to assess the situation if the device malfunctions.

●

It is possible that the vehicle is not activated following a correct login, or
that the slowdown is activated without a collision having occurred.

Exclusion of liability
Kiwitron s.r.l. holds itself harmless from any liability for damage caused by:
●

Improper use of the system.

●

Use by unqualified and/or trained personnel.

●

Incorrect installation.

●

Power supply defects.

●

Inadequate maintenance.

●

Unauthorised modifications or interventions.

●

Incorrect manoeuvres.

●

Use of non-original spare parts.
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●

Use of accessories not foreseen or not authorised in writing.

●

Total or partial non-compliance with instructions.

●

Exceptional events.

●

Not in accordance with the regulations and legislation currently in force
in the country of installation.
WARNING!
Kiwitron s.r.l. is relieved of any responsibility in case of
installation of the ETS and/or ETS TOUCH system on vehicles
that are also authorised to circulate on public roads.
● In this case it is the responsibility of the operator to
decide to install and use the system on the vehicle.
● In this case, it is ABSOLUTELY MANDATORY to disable the
immobiliser and deceleration function in the event of a
collision, in order to avoid creating situations of hindrance
or danger (e.g. blocking the vehicle when crossing railway
tracks).

Manufacturer's warranty
Kiwitron s.r.l. as manufacturer of the ETS /ETS TOUCH system acknowledges
the following warranty periods on the following components:
●
●

ETS /ETS TOUCH devices: 1 year.
Internal battery: 6 months.

The period starts from the date on the delivery note. The guarantee does not
apply to breakages and/or defects caused by:
●

Improper use of the system.

●

Use by unqualified and/or trained personnel.

●

Incorrect installation.

●

Power supply defects.

●

Inadequate maintenance.
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●

Unauthorised modifications or interventions.

●

Incorrect manoeuvres.

●

Use of non-original spare parts.

●

Use of accessories not planned or not authorised in writing

●

Total or partial non-compliance with instructions

●

Exceptional events

●

Not in accordance with the regulations and legislation currently in force
in the country of installation.

The warranty does not extend to parts that wear out as a result of normal use
such as:
●

Membrane touch pad.

●

Electrical cables and connectors.

Guidelines and standards
The ETS /ETS TOUCH system and its components have been designed and
manufactured in particular in accordance with
●

EC Directive 89/336 (electromagnetic compatibility).

●

Directives 86663, 89240.

●

Harmonised standards 1726-1, 1726-2.

●

EN1175-1-2-3.

●

EN12895:2015 (Electromagnetic compatibility testing).

●

CEI EN 60240-1.

●

ETSI EN 300 328 V2.2.2 (2019-07).

●

ETSI EN 303 413 V1.1.1 (2017-06).

●

ETSI EN 301 511 V12.5.1 (2017-03).

●

ETSI EN 301 908-1 V11.1.1 (2016-07).

●

ETSI EN 300 330 V2.1.1 (2017-02).

●

ETSI EN 301 489-1 V2.2.3 (2019-11).

●

ETSI EN 301 489-3 V2.1.1 (2019-03).
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●

ETSI EN 301 489-17 V3.2.2 (2019-12).

●

ETSI EN 301 489-52 V1.1.0 (2016-11).

Description and purpose of the ETS /ETS touch system
The ETS is a remote control system (immobiliser, telemetry and datalogger) that is
installed on trucks and industrial vehicles with drivers on board and/or ground or
driverless vehicles such as:
●

Front lift trucks powered by electricity or heat engines.

●

Lifts with covering forks, retractable, with forks between the side members.

●

Electric company vehicles (caddy, motor scooters, toy trains, etc.).

It is supplied in Kit and it consists of an NFC Reader (badge reader) also defined in
this manual as ETS-UP device (Fig.1) and of a Relay Unit, defined as ETS-DN device
(Fig. 2), connected in CAN Bus in the basic ETS version.

Fig. 1 NFC readerFig. 2 Relay unit
It consists of an ETS-UP touch pad controller (Fig. 3) and an ETS-DN relay unit
(Fig. 4) connected via CAN Bus in the ETS TOUCH version.
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Fig. 3 Controller TouchpadFig. 4 Relay unit
The kit also includes connection cables, connectors and various sensors to be
fitted to the vehicle, depending on the system version supplied.
ETS /ETS TOUCH system versions :
- MicroSD interface
- Sim card
-·
4G
- Wifi Module
- Touch screen display (ETS TOUCH only)
- Other.

ETS functionality
It is a company fleet management system with the following functionalities:
- Satellite tracking.
- Shock detector.
- Battery analyser.
- Access control.
- Data transmission via SIM 2G/4G and/or WiFi.
- Expandable system with additional dedicated functionality.
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Touch system functionality
- Satellite tracking.
- Data transmission with 2G/4G SIM and/or WiFi.
- Shock sensor.
- Access control.
- Battery analysis.
- Check list.
- Fault reporting.
- Messaging with the driver.

ETS / ETS TOUCH
As this is a fully customisable system with regard to versions and
functions, there may be functions present on ETS /ETS TOUCH
systems that are not currently included in this version of the
manual.
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Accelerometers
Both systems contain accelerometers within the ETS-UP and ETS-DN devices.
The following photos show the directional axes for each device.

Fig. 5 axis directions accelerometer ETS-UP devices for both ETS /ETS TOUCH
systems
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Fig. 6 axis directions accelerometer ETS-DN devices for both ETS /ETS TOUCH
systems
Depending on the mounting position of the ETS-UP and also ETS-DN devices, it
may be necessary to ASSOCIATE the accelerometer axes (shown in the figure)
with those of the vehicle.
This can be done during the software-based system set-up phases and will be
described in the following chapters of the manual.
SELECT A SINGLE ACCELEROMETER
When setting up the system, it must be selected whether the
accelerometer of the ETS-UP or the ETS-DN is to be used, but only
one accelerometer is to be used.

Technical Data
ABS FLAMEPROOF CONTAINER WITH INTEGRATED GSM ANTENNA* ETS-UP
device
PARAMETER

VALUE

UNITS
OF
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MIN

Dimensions

TYPICAL

MAX

MEASUR
EMENT

85/110x56x21

mm

Dimensions ETS touch version

122/146x95x34

mm

Ingress Protection (EN 60529)

IP65

Working temperature

-25

70

°C

Power supply

4,75

5,5

V

Absorption

100

600

mA

Battery for RTC (Real Time Clock)

20

mAh

Internal battery 1 C Lipo 3.7 V

550

mAh

Autonomy with internal battery

3

6

Internal battery charger with trickle
function

Y

MicroSD memory slot (FAT, FAT16,
FAT32 support)*

Y

Sim Card Slot

Y

Triaxial accelerometer

Y

NFC reader

Y

Can BUS interface (2A & 2B)

Y

Usb interface (Device)

Y

h

GPRS/LTE MODULE - GPS/GNSS **
2G Bands

850/900/1800/1
900

Mhz

4G Bands

2100/1900/1800
/AWS

Mhz
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1700/850/900/7
00/800/850/70
0
Output Power

1

2

W

WiFi MODULE ***
FCC/CE/IC Certified 2.4-Ghz IEEE
802.11b/g Transceiver
Channels

Y

1

14

Receive Sensitivity

-83

dBm

DISPLAY
Dimensions

4.3

Number of dots

Inch

480X272

Surface treatment

Anti-Glare

Touch Panel

Capacitive

Surface Luminance

500

Cd/m2

VALUE

UNITS
OF
MEASUR
EMENT

*= Models with SD interface only
**=Model with GPRS/GPS module only
***= Models with Wifi module only

ABS FLAMEPROOF CONTAINER ETS-DN device
PARAMETER
MIN

Dimensions
Ingress protection (EN 60529)*

TYPICAL

85/110x56x21

MAX

mm

IP54
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Impact resistance (EN 62262)

TBT

Working temperature

-25

70

°C

Power supply

10

120

V

Absorption

10

350

mA

Flash memory

256

KB

RAM memory

64

KB

Eeprom memory

128

KB

Processor frequency

0,032

120

Can BUS interface (2A & 2B)

Y

Triaxial accelerometer

Y

Mhz

INPUTS
Positive digital

2

Negative digital

2

Analogue 0-10V

1

Analogue 0-5V

1

Positive input activation threshold

1,7

V

Negative input activation threshold

0,5

V

OUTPUTS
Relay outputs NO

3

Contact Material AgSnO2

Y

Max Switching Power 1,500VA/144W

Y

Contact Rating 6A 250VAC/24VDC

Y

Min. Switching Load : 100mA 5 VDC

Y
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Mechanical Life Min. 10x10^5
Operations

Y

Electrical Life Min. 50x10^3
Operations

Y

*=Installation with I/O connector facing downwards.

Operating principle
The system needs to be installed on the vehicle by connecting it to the power
source (battery) and connecting the various sensors on the vehicle (these actions
are described in the following chapters).
A software configuration of the remote control system is then made during
installation.
●

All settings can be made with the aid of PC configuration software
(available from www.kiwitron.it in the download section) or via the web via
Kiwisat, the Kiwitron cloud portal.

●

As a telecontrol system, the ETS / ETS TOUCH records data continuously
during operation.

●

From the Kiwisat portal, you can get a real-time view of your vehicles and
manage maintenance remotely from any PC or smartphone.

●

From the Kiwisat portal, "real-time" data for each connected vehicle are
displayed with operating graphs, battery monitoring and complete
point-by-point views of vehicle routes. The efficiency of the vehicles is thus
fully displayed and various alarm thresholds can be set for each vehicle.

●

It can be used both for automatic and computerised management of the
names of vehicle users and as an immobiliser on any vehicle with a voltage
of 10-120 VDC and for vehicle tracking. (Option with GPS/GPRS).

Assembly instructions
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The devices (ETS-UP and ETS-DN) must be installed on the vehicle in the areas
shown in Fig.7 below:
●
●
●

A Zone for ETS-UP Badge Readers (driver/operator seat side).
B Zone for ETS-UP devices Badge readers and Touch pad controllers
(dashboard or vehicle column).
C Zone for ETS-DN devices relay control unit (system compartment).

Fig.7

ETS-UP installation
The badge reader (ETS-UP, ETS ) or touch pad controller (ETS-UP, ETS TOUCH )
must be installed in a position that is easy for the driver to reach (as shown in Fig.
8 and 9), as they must be used each time to unlock the vehicle before use.
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Fig. 8 and 9 badge reader located on the vehicle dashboard or beside the seat.

Special Velcro-type adhesives are available on request for installation,
making installation simple, quick and non-invasive.

To protect the health of operators, place the ETS-UP reader at least
half a metre away from the driver's seat to limit exposure to
electromagnetic waves emitted by wireless devices.
If the device is installed or used by personnel with medical devices
(e.g. pacemakers, etc.), the instructions of the medical device
manufacturer must be observed.
On versions equipped with one or more antenna connectors, this
MUST ABSOLUTELY NOT TOUCH or be placed near METALLIC PARTS
(WITH ELECTRICAL POWER) SUCH AS THE FRAME, as this could
adversely affect the system.
It is forbidden to place the devices near sources of strong heat or
exposed to the weather.
It is forbidden to install ETS-UP devices in positions which restrict the
driver's view or which may hinder his movements.
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Avoid placing the ETS-UP device with metal parts covering its top, as
this may cause malfunctions in wireless devices.
It is strictly forbidden to drill holes in the vehicle structure in order to
install ETS devices. Only use brackets or fastening systems that do not
compromise the vehicle structure.

Fig. 10 Touch pad controller fixed with bracket to the vehicle column
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ETS Touch bracket installation
1. Insert the pin (1) on the back of the ETS up into the hole (2) in the bracket.
2. Tighten the grub screw (3) by hand.
3. Fasten the bracket to the vehicle column using screws and nuts on the
slotted holes (4) of the bracket.

Fig. 10a/b Mounting phases of Touch pad controller support fixed with bracket to
the vehicle column

ETS-DN installation
It is recommended that the relay unit (ETS-DN) be mounted in contact with the
vehicle chassis and at right angles to the direction of travel and the force of
gravity.
This allows the accelerometer to work in optimal conditions, allowing perfect
detection of acceleration and shock.
An ideal place to install the ETS-DN is for example in the battery compartment (in
the case of a forklift truck, Fig. 11 and 12).
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Fig. 11Fig. 12
NOTE A Fig. 12
The current sensor (A, Fig.12), where present, must be positioned
directly on one of the two battery connector cables.

Pinout

Fig. 13

Fig. 14 (ETS-DN Pinout diagram)
X1 pinout
PIN 1 -> Positive Power supply 10 to 120 V DC
PIN 2 -> Negative Power Supply
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PIN 3 -> IP1 Positive Input (activation threshold >1.7 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 4 -> IP2 Positive Input (activation threshold >1.7 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 5 -> Analogue Input 2 (0-10 volts)
PIN 6 -> Negative Input IN1 (activation threshold <0.5 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 7 -> Negative Input IN2 (activation threshold <0.5 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 8 -> Relay Contact 1 (Common)
PIN 9 -> Relay contact 1 (NO 6Amp Max)
PIN 1 0 -> Relay Contact 2 (Common)
PIN 11 -> Relay contact 2 (NO 6Amp Max)
PIN 1 2 -> Relay Contact 3 (Common)
PIN 1 3 -> Relay contact 3 (NO 6Amp Max)
PIN 1 4 -> Analogue Input 1 (0-5volt) (Current Sensor)
Pinout X2(ETS-UP cable connector)
PIN 1 -> Positive Power supply from + 5 Volt DC
PIN 2 -> Power supply negative GND
PIN 3 -> CAN H signal
PIN 4 -> CAN signal L

Anti-collision receiver
The collision avoidance system is an optional feature of the system and in vehicles
where it is installed it measures the distance between the receiver (installed on
the vehicle Fig. 15) and the pedestrian tag (Fig. 16) or another antenna receiver, it
is very important that the distance measured is from the centre of the truck.
The pedestrian tag must be worn by all operators working in the same working
area as the vehicle, it can be worn by means of a wristband, a shoulder strap or
attached to a garment.
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Fig. 15Fig.16
The antenna of the collision avoidance receiver must be installed in a central
position (in each direction) of the vehicle. The ideal position (Fig. 17) is normally in
the upper area of the front window.

Fig. 17
If the installation position interferes with the driver's view, the receiver can be
positioned behind the rearview mirror or in front of the steering wheel.

The safety and visibility of the driver must NEVER be affected.
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ATTENTION!
When the antenna is installed, the canbus balancing resistor must
be removed from the ETS wiring (Fig. 18A and B).
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Fig. 18A

Fig. 18B
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Additional sensors
The ETS can be equipped with one or more additional sensors connected to the
same wiring harness with chain connections.
To connect additional sensors such as reversing radar, lane radar or the indicator
light, remove the incoming 4-pin connector from the display and plug in the
supplied harness.
●

It is mandatory to connect the wiring to the 4-pole socket coming from the
ETS display (X2 pinout), otherwise malfunctions or system failures may
occur.

●

Connect the red wire to a 12/24V power source with the same negative
reference as used to power the ETS.

●

Do not connect the 12/24V power supply if it is isolated from the negative
reference used to power the ETS.[2] Failure to do so may result in
malfunction or failure of the system and/or machine.

●

When installing the reverse sensor or lane sensor, use the grey connector.

●

For this it is necessary to always insert the locking connector (male
connector with two black jumper wires) on the shortest available female
socket.
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Connection diagram - example
The following Fig. 19A and 19B show some possible examples of connections of
additional sensors to the ETS-DN control unit.

Wiring diagram with ETS-DN and current sensor

Legend follows:

Fig. 19A
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Connection diagram with ETS-DN and radar

Wiring diagram with ETS-DN, radar and turret
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Accessory cable connection
The following diagram shows the electrical connection of accessories such as the
following:
● BRIGHT SIGNAGE TOWER (power consumption 10W);
● RADAR CORSIA (5W power consumption);
All listed accessories use an accessory cable connection.
This standardised system allows multiple accessories to be connected on the
same line providing both power and CAN BUS connection.

Fig.19C - accessory cable C002160
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The accessories on this line all operate at a voltage of 12VDC or 24VDC.
By removing the cap on the X6 connector, additional accessories can be
connected in a chain.
The X6 connector of the accessory cable must always be
connected!
When no other sensors are to be connected, it is compulsory to
leave the cap on X6 connected.

To connect the accessory cable to an ETS, an interface cable is required to adapt
the 4-pin connectors of the ETS to the accessory cable.

Fig.19D - interface cable C002150

The interface cable consists of two 4-pole connectors, one male and one female,
as if it were a small extension cable.
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The interface cable must be connected between the ETSDN control unit and the
cable coming from the ETSUP (display or badge reader). The connection
procedure is shown below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

starting connection (Fig.19E)
disconnect the ETSUP cable (Fig.19F)
connect X5 male interface cable to the ETSDN harness (Fig.19G)
connect X5 female of the interface cable to the ETSUP cable (Fig.19G)

Fig.19E

Fig.19F

Fig.19G

Electrical connection
The interface cable must be connected to a 12V or 24V power supply via the red
wire provided. The negative power supply is automatically connected by the
interface cable.
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Fig.19G

It is forbidden to draw voltage directly from the battery. Fig.19G is a
conceptual diagram.

connection to battery voltage
ATTENTION!
If the battery voltage is greater than 24V, it is mandatory to use the
Kiwitron X101280 converter (sold separately).
The installation is explained below

Connection with X101280 converter (optional)
For vehicles whose battery voltage is greater than 24VDC, Kiwitron provides a
DC/DC power supply with 36V to 160V input and 24V output with a maximum
power of 15W.
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The connection is illustrated in the following Fig.19H

Fig.19H
connection via isolated DC/DC

It is forbidden to draw voltage directly from the battery. Fig.19H is a
conceptual diagram.

It is forbidden to use a DC/DC converter other than the one
recommended in this manual. Any damage resulting from incorrect
installation will not be the fault of Kiwitron.

Scheme
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Fig. 19B
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Typically, the ETS /ETS Touch system is interfaced with the machine so that it can
detect the activation of the key input and the presence of the operator; optionally,
some of the device's output relays are connected so as to prevent or interrupt
machine operation, signal a problem to the operator (acoustic or light signal), or
even reduce performance (e.g. speed limitation).

Risk assessment
The connection and configuration of the device on the machine must be carried
out in such a way that no new risks are introduced to the machine by ensuring
that the machine retains all safety functions unchanged and that no previously
absent hazardous situations are created. If this condition is not met, an
assessment of the added risks must be carried out.

It is forbidden to carry out installations and/or configurations that
could introduce new risks to the machine.

Minimum essential links
In order to operate, the ETS requires only the power supply (11-120 VDC). In this
case only the functions of:
●

Access control,

●

Battery analysis,

●

Impacts,

●

Location and analysis of sensors within the system in general;

The operator must take care to authenticate himself (by badge, pin code, or
fingerprint) at the start of work, and to log out in the same way.
By adding two wires (relay contact) to the connection, it is possible to add the
immobiliser and auto-logout functions to the user.
It is necessary to connect the contact (normally closed or normally open) so that it
gives the machine the start consent.
If this does not have any inputs, the relay contact can be inserted in series with an
existing consent system (e.g. series connection to the seat microswitch is
recommended).
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In this case, the machine cannot be started without an authorised user
authenticating himself via the ETS device.
When the start consent signal fails (e.g. the operator is absent, the vehicle is
switched off, etc.) and after a preset time, the device automatically logs the user
out (manual logout is still available).

Recommended connection
For optimal operation of the ETS /ETS TOUCH system, it is recommended to also
connect the key input.
This enables the operation of the "state" device: it is able to distinguish different
states of the machine and can operate accordingly in the most optimal way.
For example, if the machine is stationary and not in use, the ETS /ETS TOUCH
knows that it can concentrate on internal operations, such as synchronising data
and configurations or updating functions.
If the key input is activated, the device prepares itself for use by interrupting the
operations described above.
When an operator authenticates himself by activating the machine, the ETS /ETS
TOUCH concentrates all its resources on sensor analysis and, in general, on the
datalogger function.

For proper operation, the installer is strongly advised to perform AT
LEAST a key-in installation.
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Connections for auxiliary functions
Battery liquid presence sensor
If you have a sensor for detecting the lack of battery fluid, you can connect it to a
digital input.

We recommend the use of the "Electrolyte level sensor" kit, available
on request.

With this type of sensor it is possible to warn the operator of a lack of battery fluid
and, if necessary, not allow the machine to be used.

Battery current sensor
A current sensor for analysing battery use is available on request (code X200600).
This particular sensor is specifically designed for use with the ETS /ETS TOUCH
system. It is supplied with a plug&play mounting connector.
It should be mounted as close as possible to the car's battery connector and does
not need to be fixed.

Performance limitation for inexperienced operators
It is possible to connect an input of the machine used for limiting its performance
(if provided for by the manufacturer) to one of the relays of the ETS /ETS TOUCH
system. Then, during the initialisation phase, it is possible to assign the limitation
in question to specific operators.

Acoustic, visual signals, etc.
The ETS /ETS TOUCH has a built-in audible (buzzer) and visual (3-colour LED with
flashing option) signalling system for the reader. The operator can be alerted via
this system without the need for additional wiring.
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If you wish to use an external detector in the system, simply connect it so that it is
activated by the contact of an ETS /ETS TOUCH relay.

Activate a function according to the machine status
Auxiliary functions can be inhibited or activated depending on the state of the
machine.
If, for example, a forklift truck beacon was connected to the ETS /ETS TOUCH
system, it would be switched off when the machine is not in use, and on when the
key is turned, or when an operator performs authentication.
For these configurations, see the PC software user manual, chapter "User
Profiles".

Battery disconnect
If the ETS /ETS TOUCH system is fitted on endothermic-engine vehicles, due to
the reduced autonomy of the vehicle's batteries and in order to preserve their
integrity during periods of standstill and/or inactivity of the vehicle (engine off), it
is advisable to use an automatic "battery cut-off" device (available on request).
The battery disconnect is connected to the ETS /ETS TOUCH as shown in the
following diagram:
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Fig. 20A

CAN BUS balancing
To ensure correct operation of the CAN BUS network of the ETS/ETS TOUCH
system, the network must be correctly balanced.
Correct balancing requires two 120 Ohm resistors at the two ends of the network
(the two nodes furthest apart in terms of electrical wiring).

Fig. 20B
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When installing an ETS/ETS TOUCH system, its accessories or making changes to
the connection, the correct positioning of the CAN BUS balancing resistors must
be maintained.
A balancing resistor is built into some Kiwitron devices to eliminate the need for
external balancing resistors. Devices that include an internal balancing resistor
are:
●
●

ETS/ETS Touch (cod. XF01380 / XF01380D)
Anti-collision antenna (Code X001330)

An external balancing resistor (code C002090) is pre-installed in the wiring
supplied with the ETS/ETS Touch kits.

Fig. resistenza cod. C002090
Once the connections have been made, always check with a multimeter in 'Ohm
mode' that the total resistance of the circuit is 60 Ohm.

The measurement in "Ohm mode" must be carried out with the
circuit disconnected.
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The figure shows how to perform the test correctly.
However, always refer to the installation diagram shown above to check the
correct connection.
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SIM card insertion/replacement
ETS SIM card replacement

Fig. 1

Fig.2

Fig.3

ATTENTION:
When removing the battery connector from the circuit board (step
4), do not pull on the wires as this may tear them from the
connector.
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Fig. 4

1.

Fig. 5

Remove the rear cover of the ETS-UP device by removing the four screws
(Fig. 1).

2. Also remove the nut securing the antenna connector with an 8 mm
spanner (Fig. 1).
3. Lift the rear cover, taking care not to damage the cables connected to the
board (Fig. 2).
4. Disconnect the battery from the three-pin connector (Fig. 2).
5. Unlock the SIM holder by dragging the metal part in the direction
indicated by the arrow (Fig. 3).
6. Lift the SIM holder (Fig. 4).
7. Insert the card in the indicated direction and re-lock the SIM holder with
the metal part (Fig. 5).
8. Reconnect the battery to the three-pin connector, close the cover and
re-tighten the screws and the antenna connector fixing nut.
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ETS Touch SIM card replacement

Fig. 1

Fig.2

Fig.3

ATTENTION:
When removing the battery connector from the circuit board (step
4), do not pull on the wires as this may tear them from the
connector.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

9. Remove the rear cover of the ETS-UP device by removing the four screws
(Fig. 1).
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10. Also remove the nut securing the antenna connector with an 8 mm
spanner (Fig. 1).
11. Lift the cover carefully, taking care not to damage the cables connected to
the board (Fig. 2).
12. Disconnect the battery from the three-pin connector.
13. Unlock the SIM holder by dragging the metal part upwards (Fig. 3).
14. Lift the SIM holder (Fig. 4).
15. Insert the card in the indicated direction and re-lock the SIM holder with
the metal part (Fig. 5).
16. Reconnect the battery to the three-pin connector, close the cover and
re-tighten the screws and the antenna connector fixing nut.

Use of the ETS
After the installation and connections between the various devices of the system
and the configuration set via software (described in the following chapters), the
system is used by the operators of the vehicles on which the system has been
installed.

ACTIVATION:
●

●

Operation 1: The operator gets on the forklift truck by placing himself in
the driving position and turns the vehicle ignition key.
The ETS /ETS TOUCH device "wakes up" and is ready to accept a login.
Step 2: The operator accesses the system via authentication (badge, pin
code or keyless, if the operator is wearing a collision avoidance tag).
The system consents to the start-up (if the user is enabled) by activating a
"Working Profile" or "Use" the system starts to monitor the use of the
machine, the date and time of start and eventual end will be associated to
this use.

With reference to the activation of the system, it follows that:
●

The vehicle can be activated using a badge type ISO/IEC 14443A (previously
stored with the user's data), read and recognised by the NFC reader and up
to 1500 badges/users can be programmed.
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●

Badge activation is achieved in wireless mode by bringing the badge close
to the reader (ETS-UP).

●

It is therefore possible to monitor the date and time of any use of the
vehicle.

●

By referring to the uses, it is possible to analyse the graphs or any alarms
that have been generated during the use of the vehicle.

DEACTIVATION:
●

Operation 3. When the work is finished, the operator switches off the
machine and gets out of the vehicle.
After a time interval of 5 seconds (but settable with other values) the
system automatically logs out the user and removes the start consent.

With regard to the deactivation of the system, it is stated that:
●

If the Working profile fails (which is normally maintained by the key input
signal) the device will go into a quiet state during which it periodically
analyses the sensors.

●

Each time the system is switched on, at regular intervals, it carries out an
instant check of all the internal and external sensors that you want to
check.

●

If one of the sensors has been configured as an "Alarm" sensor, the system
will analyse it and if it is outside the preset values it will generate a warning
which will be recorded in its internal memory and then sent to the web
portal.

●

The difference between the two operation profiles is the sampling
frequency associated with the two profiles: in Work, the sensors are
normally sampled more frequently than in Quiet.

●

The range of the device's sensors (or signals) varies from internal/external
voltage to speed.

●

There are currently more than 50 signals that can be analysed, including 4
digital and 2 analogue inputs to which external sensors can be connected.
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●

Users authorised to use the vehicle will be entered into the device and can
be assigned dates, times or days of the week during which their badge will
be valid.

●

Finally, each user is associated with an operating profile that characterises
the behaviour of the relay outputs.

●

The device also updates its internal program remotely, so there is no need
to go on-site for firmware updates.

Visual signals
For both types of ETS and ETS TOUCH systems, the corresponding ETS-UP devices
have visual LEDs which indicate the system status and the presence of alarms. In
the case of the ETS TOUCH system, in addition to the coloured LEDs, texts,
buttons and indications on the status of the system or any alarms appear on the
screen.

Fig. 21

Fig. 22
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The following table shows the different possibilities of visual alerts and their
descriptions.
LED

IGNITION TYPE

DEVICE
STATUS

SIGNIFICANCE

Red

Fixed on

-

The device is in the idle state
(logout)

Red

Flashing light

-

Active alarm

Yellow

Fixed on

-

Authentication in progress

Yellow

Flashing light

-

Active Warning

Green

Fixed on

Login

The device is in working status
(login/work)

Green +
Yellow

Flashing green.
Fixed yellow

Login

The auto-logout timer is active,
the green LED flashes as often as
it is close to the end of the timer.

Central
blue

Fixed on

Logout or
login

The device accepts RFID badge
authentication.
(Using the PIN or keyless tag it is
still possible to log in).

Central
green
(where
present)

Fixed on

-

RFIDD media authentication
device detected correctly

Red, Yellow,
Green

Permanently
switched on

Bootloader

The device is in bootloader
mode and cannot operate
correctly
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Acoustic signals
The ETS-UP devices are equipped with an internal buzzer that can sound on
several occasions.
When the system is powered for the first time (battery inside the device
completely discharged), a prolonged sound is emitted for about one second.
If the system registers any type of alarm (or warning), an intermittent sound is
emitted for the duration of the event (settable).

ETS software
Introduction
The ETS software is the main tool for initialising and configuring a new ETS / ETS
TOUCH device.
It also provides a synchronisation function each time the device is connected,
allowing a copy of the logs generated to be kept on the PC so that any data can
be analysed as desired.

Software setup
It only takes a few steps to configure the device. Download and install the
software for your PC at https://www.kiwitron.it/it/download/.
Once you have downloaded the setup file (in .exe format) to your PC, launch the
installation of this executable file by following all the required steps.
ATTENTION:
During the start-up phase, a pop-up window such as the following
one (Fig. 23) may appear, informing the user that a newer version of
the control software is available, and listing the various updates
since the previous version.
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Fig. 23
It is therefore advisable to click on the bottom button of the "Install
now" pop-up to proceed with the installation of the latest version of
the ETS control software.
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Fig.24
When the software is started, the Home screen (Fig. 24) appears, displaying
information of immediate importance and commands to access the various
functions.
1.

In the upper half, an image of the connected device is displayed (see
section "Registers") together with a set of master data concerning the
company that owns the device and the vehicle on which it is mounted.

2. In the centre are icons that directly display the status of individual devices.
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Fig.25
Referring to Fig. 25 from left to right, the displayed icons indicate:
● Battery status: Present, absent, charging. (Fig. 25 shows a battery status
present)
● Connection type: Wi-fi, GPRS or GSM (depending on the initialisation status
of the telephone line when the system is switched on).
● Sim card presence/type of signal (GPRS).
● Telephone network signal strength.
● GPS signal: Active/Disactive (in the example it is an active signal, if inactive
an X appears on the icon).
● SD card: Present/Absent.
● ETSDN device: Present/Absent.
● Alarms: Present/Absent.
● If you move the mouse pointer over one of these icons and hold it there for
a few seconds, a notification will appear explaining the meaning of the
image:

Fig. 26
●

Clicking on each icon individually takes you to the relevant Diagnosis menu
section (not present on all of them).

●

Double-clicking instead will display the Settings menu section for the
clicked icon.

3. Below the row of icons, the most relevant real-time data are shown, such
as, in Fig. 24, the battery charge percentage and the voltage and status of
the device.
4. The two bars at the top and bottom provide immediate access to
frequently used commands and software status information respectively;
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for example, if an operation of any kind is in progress, progress information
will be displayed here.

You should therefore always pay attention to the various status
messages that are periodically updated.

5. On the bottom right are the various buttons to access the functions of:
● Registers
● User
● Settings
● Diagnostics
6. The bottom line shows the status and name of the connected or not
connected device.

Language
It is possible to change the language of the graphical interface via the "Edit Language" drop-down menu:

Fig. 27

Connecting to the device
Once the installation has been carried out and the programme has been
launched (which can leave a quick launch icon on the desktop of the PC), the
interface appears as in figure 28 below.
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Fig. 28
The bottom of the Home screen shows that no device is connected and the mode
is offline.
It is now necessary to connect the control software to the ETS device.
It is possible to connect via several channels:
●
●
●

Via USB: locally connected with a USB-A to USB Mini-B cable.
Via WiFi: in local connection (the device and the PC in use must be
connected to the same physical network).
Via CAN BUS: using a PEAK interface.

USB connection
To start the USB connection, simply connect the device to the PC using any cable
and, after a few seconds, the connection will start.
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Alternatively, the connection can be initiated manually by clicking on "Connect"
under "Connection" in the top menu bar (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29

WiFi connection - Device search and connection
Access the remote connection section via the drop-down menu (Fig. 30), or via
the "Remote Connection" button (Fig. 28).

Fig. 30

Click on the 'Scan Network' button (Fig. 31) to start searching for devices
connected to the local network (the PC must be connected to the same network
as the ETS device).

Fig. 31
Once you have identified the device you wish to connect to, simply double-click
on the IP address box and the software will connect to it (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32
Alternatively, if you already know the IP of the device, you can enter it manually
and click on the 'connect' button.
The connection may take several seconds; once connected, a message will be
displayed in the status bar and you can operate normally.
If the connection fails, try again after a few minutes; in fact, if the device is
communicating with the Cloud service, it is not possible to connect via software.
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System log in
Once the ETS devices are connected to the control software there are 4 log states,
visible by a coloured icon in the software home screen, positioned above the
vehicle image.
One has in fact:

Device logged in, key entered, vehicle
on, system running.

Device logged on, only powered.

Device logged on, vehicle off, system
at rest.

Device not logged in, power failure.

The images shown of the 4 log states are indicative only. These
images may be modified or replaced by the user's own images.
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Software initialisation
APN
For the device to work properly, the APN (which is the access point for the SIM
card inserted in the device) must be correctly configured in the configuration in
which the modem is present, without which the device cannot send to the
external server.
●

To configure the APN, you will need to access the appropriate section in
the settings menu.

●

The APN changes from operator to operator, all APNs are easily found on
the internet and are issued by the operators themselves.

●

The device, depending on the operator, can change the APN itself if it
considers it to be incorrect.
3 selectable APNs available andthe User ID and Password

●

must be set3 APNs ifrequiredThis data is normally provided by the mobile
phone operator

PIN code
The PIN code of the phone SIM must only be set the first time, go to the
appropriate section of the PC software and enable PIN entry.

Cloud Service Configuration
In order for the device to connect correctly to the web app, you must set the
required parameters in the "Cloud Service" section. Here you enter your access
credentials and the address of the web portal of your server:
●

Host: This field refers to the address of the web portal. It can also be an IP
address.

●

Password

: this field is the password for the device to access the web.
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●

Code : Together with the password field they define the access to the web
portal and the identification of the device.

Each medium is uniquely identified by Code and Password:
●

The password must be 5 alphanumeric characters.

●

The Cloud code must be 5 alphanumeric characters.

Both codes will need to be set on the device and on the web portal to enable
correct association.
The Http connection is normally the same for all devices apart from the password
and code, which obviously changes from device to device.
If the "Host" parameter is changed, the change must also be reflected in the "FTP"
section.
Once the configuration is complete and a few minutes after the system has been
activated (with the Cloud function active and configured), check on the web
portal that the device you have just configured has transmitted, as shown in the
diagram below.

Fig 33
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WiFi
In the versions where it is foreseen, the WiFi module allows the ETS to connect to
the company network as long as it meets the following requirements:
●

2.4-GHz IEEE 802.11b/g

●

No authentication

●

WEP-128

●

WPA-PSK (TKIP)

●

WPA2-PSK (AES)

The WiFi connection must be correctly configured via the software before it can
function.

Time setting (RTC - Real time clock)
When installing a device, it is a good idea to check that the device's time is
correct. To do this, go to the "RTC" settings.

Accelerometer calibration
After fixing the control units, the accelerometer must be calibrated.
It is advisable to choose between the two accelerometers the one that is most
firmly fixed to the machine frame and positioned orthogonal to the front and
gravity direction.
Please refer to the "Accelerometer axes" section to find out how the device axes
are positioned and set the two axes first in the configuration.
Only after saving this configuration, perform accelerometer zeroing.

Battery discharge indicator calibration
This section must be configured in order to ensure a correct battery discharge
curve and current sensor configuration:
●

V Reset element: Value allowing the discharge indicator to reset to 100%.
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●
●
●
●

V Minimum element: Minimum value of a battery element, it is used to
calculate the battery discharge value together with the V reset element
N Elements: These are the total elements of the battery.
DV Biberonate element: this value allows the discharge indicator to
partially reset.
Analysis Time: The value that determines how often the discharge function
will analyse the current data. The second part concerns the Type of current
sensor. There are 3 sensors available (1200,600,300 A) and it is also possible
to select a custom sensor.

Signals and alarms
In this section you can set all the signals you wish to display and analyse in
software and web graphics. You can also define warning and alarm levels for
individual sensors. If a signal is not set to be displayed, the device will not analyse
it and therefore no information will be saved.

System diagnostics
The status of the entire system can be viewed via the Diagnosis section.

Fig 34
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Alarms
This section of the "Diagnosis" menu is dedicated to analysing the signals that
have been stored (if the "Store alarm" tick in the signals is active) and
consequently clearing the permanence status.

Fig 35
To view active alarms, click on "Logs" -> "Events".
Depending on which ETS device is connected, one of two screens is shown.
In both cases it is possible to delete stored alarms by clicking

Locking sections with passwords
Starting with software version 3.14A, the "Password management" function is
available, which allows access to certain functions to be restricted by means of
one or more settable passwords.
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This functionality can be accessed via the top menu bar by clicking on "File"
"Password Manager".
N.B. A password is required to access this section; the default
password is blank, simply press "OK" when asked to enter the
password.
By default there is a 'basic operator' with all functions active (Fig.36).
If you wish to restrict certain functions for your customer, create a new operator
("New" button) and set a personal password.
Change the name of the operator you have just created (e.g. "service") and make
sure that all the ticks are active. Click on the "Save" button.

Fig.36
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Fig.37
●

In this way it will be possible to access all the functions of the software by
entering the password of the operator "service" (Fig. 37).

●

Select"Basic operator" from the list of operators and remove the ticks from
the functions you want to block for the end user

●

When the changes are complete, click "Save"

●

The "Reset password" button can be used to reset an operator's password if
the password is forgotten

●

Each operator can change his password using the"Change
Password"button

●

The "Delete" button can be used to remove the selected operator.
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Configuring the device
Configuring a WiFi network
Connection to the device
To enable the ETS device to connect to a WiFi network, a short configuration via
USB cable is required.
Then connect the device to a PC with the software installed and start it up, wait a
few moments for the software to automatically detect and connect to the device.
Adding the new network
It is possible to add one or more Wifi networks to the device to connect
automatically.
●

Press the Settings button toaccess the device's configuration functions
and, in the"Network/Connections" section, select "Wi-Fi"Ordouble-click on
the icon

●

.

Click on the button

to start the search for available WiFi networks

(this may take sometime).
The list at the top of the page (Fig. 38) presents the networks resulting from the
scan, i.e. all the networks detected and available.
●

Once you have detected the network you wish to add, double-click on it, or

●

after selecting the desired line, press thekey
..
This will place the network in the table below; change the advanced
settings if necessary.

●

●

Double-clicking on one of these will prompt for the wifi password and the
network will end up in the lower list, which contains all the networks
currently associated with the device and to which the device will
automatically try connect on start-up
To save the changes and send the new data to the device, press
.
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Fig. 38
Wait a few seconds for the ETS device to connect to the WiFi network.
The network status can be consulted directly from the icon. If you hold the mouse
pointer still for a few moments, a pop-up appears:

Fig. 39

If you want to access the details, you can either single-click on the WiFi icon, or
press the "Diagnosis" button and enter the "Network" section.
If the device does not connect, check that the network data entered is correct
and that the WiFi signal is strong enough.
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States (activation and comparators)
In this section it is possible to configure the activation and deactivation of
operation profiles.
To access it, click on Settings-Various-User Profiles / States and from there
States-Activation / Comparators.

●

Profile 1 corresponds to theWorking profile

●

Profile 0 corresponds to the Quadro ON profile, and the User LifeTime
defines when the user stops using the vehicle.

In this section it is also possible to configure 3 comparators that refer to the values
of the device's sensors. A typical configuration of the operating profiles is as
follows:

Fig. 40
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Referring to the example in Fig. 40 The Work profile is activated by the presence
of a valid user. The Quadro ON profile is activated by the presence of input IP1
(positive input 1).
●

The user life time is simply a countdown before the user is disconnected
from the IP1 input asdisabled

●

All these states can be setexample, if the device needs to analyse and
activate the work profile according to speed(in automotive
environments)profile 1 will be carried out with one of the 3 comparators by
setting it with athreshold value of 100 (value that corresponds to 10 km/h
as0.1 multiplier)

●

follows the comparator 2 and, after it signalsactive (speed is over 10 km/h)
for more than10 seconds (settable) the Working profile is activated

●

Aftercomparator has indicated that it detects a speedbelow 10 km/h
(stationary vehicle), the device will wait 20 seconds (settable) before
deactivating the profile

It is also possible to select a comparator to activate an auxiliary counter (AUX
Minutes), which only increases when the selected comparator meets its activation
condition.
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Fig. 41

Areas of work (LDAs)
Work area management consists of drawing an imaginary "fence" on a map.
Once a working area has been defined, it is possible to restrict a vehicle to
operating only within that area, or to activate alarms/warnings when it leaves the
working area.
To perform this operation, proceed by clicking on: Settings-Special
Functions-Working Area.
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Fig. 42
Referring to Fig. 42 the button New LDA starts the procedure of creation of the
fence, by clicking with the mouse on the map it will be possible to start drawing
an LDA "fence".
The work area, after being drawn, must be saved with the Save LDA button, and
can then be edited if changes are required.
●

The maximum number of points that can be analysed by the device is 250.

●

The Delete ADL button instead deletes the current ADL.

●

Finally, this function can be activated or deactivated.

●

In versions without GPS, this function is not performed.

Checklist function
The checklist function (available in Touch versions) included in the ETS replaces
the old paper-based methods of carrying out pre-use checks on machines.
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The operator must complete the check list by answering the questions via the
touchscreen display of the ETS UP device before the machine can be used.
He can also decide not to fill in the checklist in order to use the machine
immediately; this is however recorded by the system and the operator can finish
filling it in later.
It is possible to decide the conditions under which the request to compile the
check list will appear, e.g. at each start-up of the vehicle, at each change of
operator, or at fixed pre-set times.

A negative answer to a question may also result in the machine
being permanently blocked.
To set up the checklists from the software, click on: Settings-Special
Functions-Preliminary CheckList.
The completed checklist can be viewed either from a PC, via USB cable, or via
app/web portal.
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Fig. 43 Example of a question displayed during the checklist

Each question can be answered with: "OK" or "NOT OK". A third key can be
enabled to allow temporary activation of the machine to carry out checks on, for
example, brakes, lights or, more generally, vehicle functions that require complete
activation.

Using the ETS touch display, it is also possible to allow the driver to report one or
more anomalies detected on the machine. It is possible to choose from a list of
preset fault messages and add a comment via the on-screen keyboard. The report
is sent to the Kiwisat cloud and a notification can be sent to one or more email
addresses.
Below are some example screenshots when sending a report:
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Fig. 44
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Question setting via software (fig. 51)

Fig. 51
●

Using the toolbar at the bottom you can act on the list of questions: add,
delete or change order.

●

On the right-hand side, the question currently selected from the list
configured(in blue)

●

In the text field enter the question that will be shown to the operator

●

The "Block medium in case of negative answer" tick will activate a
permanent block status on the device if the answer given by the operator
should be negative; it can only be deactivated by a specially enabled user,
or manually via software or web app.
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●

The "Require temporary vehicle activation" tick, if enabled, shows the
operator a third option in the answer button area. When the button is
pressed the

machine is temporarily enabled for the time specified in the

box below the tick in question
The operator may temporarily activate the medium a limited number of
times per question (set in the "Temporary activations allowed"
box).
●

In the "Preview" section, an image is produced which represents
approximately how the question will appear on the ETS Touch screen.

Temporary activation means that the vehicle can be activated despite the fact
that not all applications have yet been completed.
This is needed when the operator could not answer the question without first
testing the operation by activating the lift. For example, in order to answer the
question "Is the lift working properly?" it is necessary to temporarily activate the
equipment to allow the operator to "test" the lift.
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Configuration checklist activation via software:

Fig. 52
By entering the "Configuration" section at the top, it is possible to configure how
and when the operator will be asked to complete the checklist.
●

You can request the checklist at an absolute time interval (first section
above); after x working time of the vehicle; or every day at a specific time.

●

If a time interval is configured together with a time of day, the operator will
only be asked to complete the checklist from the set time; even if the time
interval has expired earlier.

EXAMPLE: According to the configuration in Fig. 52, the checklist will be
requested every 250 working hours of the vehicle, or every month (whichever
comes first), but only from 8 a.m. onwards. Even if the 250 hours (or the
month) expire at 12 noon, the checklist will not be activated until the
following morning.
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●

The completion request can also be displayed each time a user changes
(by activating the tick "Activate at each user change"). When the change
occurs and the checklist is filled in, any time limits set are automatically
reset.

●

The tick "Block also administrators", if activated, prevents
administrator users (those who can delete stored alarms) from using the
vehicle in casea checklist block

PLC function
It allows you to create customised 'conditions' by combining the results of several
signals or information.
The PLC functions created, as well as the comparators, can then be used to
generate alarms, or as trigger or profile change conditions.
To access it, click on: Settings->Special Functions->PLC Function.

Fig. 53
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Anti-collision
Allows you to configure pedestrian/trolley detection distances.
From the advanced screen you can decide what to activate when a detection
occurs within one of the areas shown in Fig.54.

Fig.54

Radar
From Settings->Special Functions->Radar.
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●

Configure lane: allows you to draw a polygon with two detection areas
(yellow / red), areas that will be used when the radar is in "Lane" operating
mode.

●

Node Settings: allows you to set the node can and decide whether that
radar is activated or not.

●

Automatic setting: shows a wizard in which to enter the width of the lane,
and the detection distances chosen, in order to automatically draw the
zone polygon.

●

Radar Activation: Allows you to decide the conditions that will activate the
radar, and the conditions that will make the radar switch from "Normal" to
"Lane" mode.

●

Configure Distances: allows you to configure the detection distances when
the radar is in normal mode.
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●

Advanced: Allows you to specify the same settings but in advanced mode.

Fig. 55
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56

Fig. 57
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Configuration files
Normally, devices that perform a certain type of function are configured in a
similar way to each other. It is possible to create a "configuration file" that can
then be imported to various devices, for example in the case of a company whose
vehicles are to be operated in the same way.

Fig. 58
Make sure you have the device you want to clone connected.
●

Click on "Generate configuration file" and wait for the operation to be
completed; the file just created will be displayed at the end.

●

Now connect the device to which the data is to be imported (do
"Disconnect" and then "Connect") and click "Import to ETS". You will be
notified of the completion of the operation.
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Advanced settings
Click on: Settings->Advanced

Clock
System clock settings.

Fig. 59

Accelerometer
It allows you to choose which accelerometer to use from those available and to
calibrate it when the vehicle is level.

Fig. 60
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It is possible to configure the axes of gravity and direction of travel to ensure
correct operation of the accelerometer even when the device has been installed
on the machine in a position other than the default position.

Sensors
This section is dedicated to the advanced settings of the sensors (or signals) to be
analysed by the device and it will also be possible to disable any alarms stored in
the device.
There are more than 50 that can be configured through this section.
●

Analog Input Setup (AIN Setup): This Part is dedicated to standardising
external analogue sensors in order to process them internally in the
device.This section refers to the ETS Signals in which the standardised
sensors can be alarmed and processed

●

Digital Input Setup (DIN Setup): Very similar to the Analogue Input Setup,
it differs in that digital inputs have a 0% or 100% value so there is no need
toset a scale.

Analogue Inputs (AIN)
There are two analogue inputs:
●

Analogue Input 1 is located on pin 14 of X1of the ETSDN and is 0-5V, usually
used to connect the current sensor and analyse the data

●

On pin 5 there is IP3, the second analogue input where it is possible to
modify the voltage range by connecting an external resistor, calculating it
through the ETS Software, going to
Settings->I/O Configurations and entering the maximum voltage value,
thus obtaining the value of the resistor to be connected (Fig.61)
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Fig. 61

Digital Inputs (DIN)
This section is dedicated exclusively to the type of digital input connected to the
device, i.e. whether the input type is Normally Open or Normally Closed.
This configuration refers to the ETS signals and is expressed in % from 0 to 100.

Fig. 62
For example, I can connect an external sensor (e.g. a sensor that detects filter
clogging) and alarm it if the trigger frequency rises above 70%.

Sensor event configuration (SPN)
An example of configuring a signal by setting the generation of an alarm when
the SPN value exceeds a certain threshold is shown here.
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Fig. 63
Access the ETS signals section by clicking on: Settings->Signals->ETS:
Locate the sensor you wish to configure in the list and select it (you can enlarge
the window to extend the view.
The example (Fig. 63) shows the configuration of the Acceleration sensor that
generates a stored alarm when the threshold value (7g) is exceeded for more than
10 milliseconds.
● It is possible to decide whether the alarm should be generated by the
instantaneous value of the sensor or by an average of the same (settable in
the time span).
●

When an alarm occurs, the device can be configured to send an e-mail,
SMS, or makea call
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●

By pressing the 'megaphone' button, an acoustic signal can be activated in
various situations (buzzer integrated in the badge reader).

●

If a stored warning or alarm configured, the device will only deactivate the
respective status when a user who is enabled to remove alarms logs in

●

Once you have finished all the changes to the various sensors concerned,
click on the Save button to apply them to the device.

Activating the acoustic signal
Under System->Sound you can turn the sound on or off depending on the status
of the device.
In the example in Fig. 64, the system activates the alarm when there is a stored
alarm.

Fig. 64
The acoustic signal can be generated in one of the following 4 cases:
●

On the occurrence of a Warning.

●

When an Alarm occurs.

●

On the occurrence of a stored Warning.

●

Upon occurrence of a stored Alarm.

Machine block
Allows you to set limits to the use of the vehicle. As a rule, the vehicle is activated
by attaching a personal badge to the ETS-UP device.
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Fig. 64-B
Using this screen, you decide on certain conditions for blocking the machine:
For example, by activating "Time Lock", the machine will not operate within the
chosen time range. This means that even an operator with an "active" badge on
that machine will not be able to use it within the "blocked" time range.
This also applies to date block, and weekday block.
Comparators can also be used as machine blocking conditions.
A drop-down menu (One / all) allows you to choose whether the lock will be
triggered on the occurrence of a single condition (any one of those selected) or
whether all the conditions must be met at the same time to trigger the "machine
lock".

Users Section
Normally, if the device is used as an immobiliser, it is necessary to enable
authorised users to use the vehicle.
User management is divided into 2 parts:
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●

Users: Where users are enabled andvalidity intervals are defined

●

Profiles: How the device should behave according to its internal states

Users
In this section you can add, delete and modify the users authorised to use the
vehicle.
Referring to the screen in Fig. 65, this is divided into 18 fields:

Fig. 65
1.

UID: User identifier, this is the unique identifier of the cards, it is obtained
by passing the card over the NFC reader and selecting the relevant cell
corresponding to the user you wish to add, after which you must click on
the "Read UID" button which will automatically write the UIDread in the
current cell

If there is no valid UID the procedure will return 00000000 which corresponds
to an error.
2. User name: The user name is the name of the user associated with the UID
for a maximum of 25 characters.
3. Alarm removal: Determines whether the userremoves AM and WM
alarmswhenhis card is swiped.
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4. Enable Data.
5. Time.
6. Weekday.
These ticks refer to whether the device should take into account time restrictions
when validating the card.
If they are not ticked, the device will ignore the corresponding fields.
7. Profile: Determines the User Profile associated withthe userTo disable the
user you must enter theDefault profile which is the state in which no user
is present
8. Data start.
9. Data stop:

Together with Enable data determine between which dates

the user isconsidered valid.
10. TimeStart.
11. TimeStop: Together with Enable Time determine between which times the
user is deemed valid.
12. .13,14,15,16,17,18) Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun:Together with Enable
Weekday they determine the days during which the user is considered
valid

Fig. 65 shows as an example User 1, which refers to user profile 1, is valid from
25/01/13 to 25/08/13, from 08:00 to 18:00, Monday to Friday.
If user 1 tries to activate the medium outside these parameters, the device
will not give consent and consequently will not activate.
The Master user refers to profile 2, does not take into account the card's
validity parameters (no ticks enabled) and is also enabled to remove alarms.
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Add a user and activate RFID badges
Connect the USB cable to the PC and the ETS device. Then start the "ETS"
software and click on the "Users" button at the bottom right.

Fig. 66-A
Two types of wizard are available, in addition to the direct input.
To enter many users, the use of the 'multi-entry' mode is recommended.
Once you have chosen how many users to add, the standard wizard will be
displayed to acquire a user to use as a 'template' for adding all subsequent users.
If you follow the instructions, you will be asked for all the parameters required for
the correct insertion of the new user.
PROCEDURE:
Click on the "Add New"
button ( ) and start the wizard by clicking on the
"Wizard" button and follow the instructions on the screen.

1

3
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2

4

5

Tab. 66-B
At the end of the procedure the new user appears in the list:

Fig. 66-C
When entering the operators authorised to use the vehicles, it is also possible to specify a
validity interval for the individual user.
The restriction can be applied in three modes, which can also be activated simultaneously:
1. Date restriction: it is possible to set a start and end date for the validity of the user.
Useful, for example, for managing licences.
2. Day restriction: it is possible to set on which days of the week the user is allowed to
drive. Useful, for example, for managing working days.
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3. Time restriction: it is possible to set the start and end time for the user. Useful, for
example, for managing the working day.

Setting the validity date range.f

Summary entry of a user with date, day and time restrictions.

Confirm the changes by clicking on the "Send to device" button at the bottom
right.
To enter the UID of the badge, simply walk in front of the reader with the card you
wish to use. The software will automatically fill in the field.
If you wish, you can still enter the UID manually (NOTE: if you are using
'multi-insertion' this step is unnecessary, as the UIDs will be captured later.
If no value is read when the card is swiped, check the status of the RFID reader
(central blue light).
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Enabling the badge reader
The RFID reader is automatically switched on for the duration of the connection
with the software.
If you have an older version of firmware, this function may be ineffective.
To manually enable the reader, follow the instructions below:
From the "Users" section, locate and click on the icon (setting) to access the
configuration of user profiles.

Fig. 67
Here select "Log Out" from the selection box at the top and activate the RFID
reader for the current profile (tick in the "ON" column). Click on "Write" to save the
changes.

User profiles
This section sets the operation of the ETS /ETS TOUCH outputs according to 8
operating profiles.
Each user can only have one operating profile and will only refer to that profile.
To change the displayed profile, select it from the box above (Fig.68).
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Fig.68
The initial profile displayed is the default profile and unless there is a need to
change it, it is recommended not to change it.
The table has 22 columns referring to internal states of the device, here we find
WM and AM and the 3 comparators.
●

It is possible to enable the CheckTime function that refers to Minute Pay.

●

If the CheckTime tick is enabled and the Pay minutes are 0, the users of the
profile being analysed will not be able to activate the medium.

Analysing the columns The main points are "ON", "A", "W", "AM", "WM":
●

ON: Indicates that the associated output will always be activein the current
user profile

●

A, W: Indicates that if the device is in alarm or warning status, which is set
in the ETS signals, the corresponding outputs will be activated.

●

AM, WM: behave in the same way as A and W exceptthat the relative
output will be active until a card with the alarm removal function enabled
(or at software level) is passed
It is possible to use comparators 1,2,3 to analyse the sensors individually, the
comparators are set in the Setting Various States section.

The "Check time" tick, if enabled, scales a minute counter.
When the counter reaches 0 the user profile will be inhibited. To reload the
counter use the Counter settings section.
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Specific import-export
From software version 3.12A a new function is available for managing large lists of
users. It is possible to import or export from one to "n" users with a single
operation. Unlike the standard procedure used for all parameters, this function
allows a new user list to be imported while keeping the one already present on
the device unchanged. This results in:
export
●

Click on the users button on the main screen (Fig. 68-1 will open)

Fig. 68-1

●

Select the users to be exported and click on the button
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●

Fig. 68-2
You will now be asked to create a folder to hold the exported users' files (a
.usr file is created for each user).

Fig. 68-3
●

When saving is complete, the newly created files are displayed.
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Fig. 68-4
Import:
●

Click on the button and select the folder containing the .usr files you wish
to import.

Fig. 68-5
●

The software analyses the selected folder, identifying and listing the users
available for import.
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Fig. 68-6
●

Then tick the users to be added to the device and confirm.

Registers
This section is dedicated to extrapolating the data that the device has generated
during the time it has been active.
The register section is mainly used for end-users who do not have a web portal at
their disposal.
The operating principle of this special section is that all the data of the devices we
have available are saved and processed by the PC being used, so that even at a
later date if we do not have the device available we can still analyse the values
because they reside on the PC.

Initialisation
First connection of the device
The first time the device is connected to the PC, it is necessary to create a new
"medium" associated with it. By clicking on Registers (from the main screen) a
dialogue box will appear asking you to create a medium.
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Fig.69
If the answer is yes, a file structure will be created on the PC in which all the
various logs generated by the device associated with the vehicle will be stored
and, as the device is synchronised with the PC, the history of the vehicle will be
displayed.
All this data can also be analysed in offline mode (no device connected).
You will also be asked if you want to associate the basic sensor list.
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Master data setting
Allows you to enter the vehicle master data. Click on Settings->Registers-> Master
Data and the screen shown in Fig. 70 will appear.

Fig. 70
Here you can enter all the details of your company and the vehicle on which the
ETS / ETS Touch is installed.
By clicking on the picture you can upload a photo that will be displayed on the
main screen when the medium is selected.

N.B. If the vehicle on which the changes are being made is
associated with the connected device, the information in these
fields will be saved on the device itself.
In any case, a copy of the data is kept in the files on the PC.
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Vehicle management
Referring to Fig. 70, there is a drop-down box for selecting the vehicle at the
bottom (marked A). Changing the item selected in this box will load the data for
the selected vehicle.
The vehicle data also include the image displayed in the main window, together
with the master data of the company and the vehicle.

To set this data, after filling in the various fields, click on the "
connected device" icon.

associate with

This data is saved both on the device and on the PC. Data saved on the device
have priority over data on the PC, so changes made to a medium in offline mode
will be overwritten by data on the ETS at the time of writing to the device.
You can change the associated image by clicking on the area (B) and selecting
one from your files.
If you want to change the device associated with the vehicle, you must edit the
"Associated device" field in offline mode, and save the changes before connecting
the new device.
If you want to view all available media, you must access the logs section in offline
mode (no device connected).
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Fig. 71
Referring to Fig. 71, again in the logs section, the days available for processing will
be listed in the left-hand menu.
●

The yellow background indicates that the files for that day are not present
on the PC. If you try to select them for processing, you will be notified that
you will need to synchronise the file to continue.

●

Files can also be synchronised manually by pressing the "Synchronise"
button after having ticked the days you wish to synchronise.

●

If you click on "Synchronise" without havingselected any days, ALL files on
the device will be synchronised (this operation often takes a long time)

●

During synchronisation and processing operations, a waiting message is
always visible, showing progress via two progress bars: the top one shows
the total progress, while the bottom one indicates the progress of the
current file

●

At any time it is possible to interrupt these operations by pressing Esc. (if
you interrupt operations in progress, the correct display of data is not
guaranteed).

If this situation occurs, click on the button
to reload the displayed table.
If the waiting time is too long, process a few days at a time).
A bar is always visible at the top, allowing you to filter the displayed data by date
and time.

●

Once the range of interest has been set, click the button

to apply the

filter.
●

To reset, press the button

.
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●

The button
, if pressed, creates an Excel file containing all the data
represented in the Uses and Alarms tables.

Claims file synchronisation
Referring to Fig.71, in the list of days available for processing, those that are to be
synchronised will be displayed on a yellow background.
In fact, a day can only be analysed if the file is present on the PC.
You do not need to worry about this detail as, if you try to process a day that has
not yet been synchronised, the software will do so automatically (if you confirm
this at the time of the request).
If you wish to synchronise individual files manually, place a tick next to the desired
days and press the SYNCHROSIS button.
If you press the SYNCHRONIZE button without first selecting a day, the software
will download all files not yet synchronised from the device.

Data consultation
Select one or more days by ticking the box and click on ELABORATE. Wait for the
operation to complete.
The tables next to them will be filled with the newly processed data (full screen
mode can be enabled).
Always referring to Fig. 71, there are four register sessions:
●

Uses.

●

Alarms.

●

Log.

●

Graphs.

●

View Impact.
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Uses section
The uses section shows all uses of the vehicle made on the search dates.
For each use it is possible to analyse the user (distinguished by UID and
USERNAME), the start date and time, the end date and time, the duration, any
alarms or warnings and how many samples the use was analysed on.
Any subsequent columns can be set dynamically in the "Sensors" section.
●

For devices equipped with GPS, it is possible, for each use, to see the
associated route with the "View routes" button.

●

After opening the "Virtual Map" select from the table the use whose route
you want to analyse.

●

The Virtual Map has a play of the route to analyse point by point the
position and time.

Alarms Section
The alarm section (Fig. 72) contains all the alarms detected by the device and lists
them in the Alarms table.
Where the first field indicates the time of the alarm, the second the UID (if
present) and if the alarm did not occur during use the UID will be 00000000 and
the username will be blank, the profile during which the alarm occurred (in the
case above profile 3 which is the quiet state without external power), the type of
sensor (which in this case is acceleration), the value and level if any.
At the bottom it is possible to search by sensor name (the field is case sensitive)
and next to it a tick allows you to hide alarms that occurred when no user was
using the machine.

Fig. 72
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Log Section
The Log section (Fig. 73) is where the individual log files that have been
generated by the device and uploaded after processing by the PC are listed.
In this table it is possible to analyse log by log with the sensors associated with
each individual log.
Selecting a row will display the details of that file in the table below. In addition,
clicking on "SHOW MAP" will display a map showing the point to which that log
refers.

Fig. 73
●

Green logs are normal logs, yellowand red logs are alarms

●

For each individual log it is possible to load the point on the map (with the
same procedure as in the previous chapter) and the relevant sensors (to the
right of the table).

●

The log table includes all device states and is normally not used by the end
user but only for diagnosis.

●

By clicking on EXPORT, the file can be saved in .txt format.
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Charts
In the "graphs" section select from a list of 4 available graphs the one you want for
each sensor you wish to analyse, and click on "Show graphs" to open the selected
windows (Fig. 74).

Fig. 74
Multiple values can be entered in the same graph, and up to four windows can be
displayed simultaneously.
Once you have decided on the values to be displayed, click on "Show graphs" at
the bottom to draw the graphs.

N.B. Depending on the amount of data to be inserted, the loading
of the graphs may take more or less time. If this time becomes
too long, close the window and repeat the processing by
selecting a shorter number of days.

When selecting more than one sensor for the same graph, please
pay attention to the multiplier in play.
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Fig. 75
●

In the graph window (Fig. 75), it is possible tothickness of the lines, change
the background colour and enable a symbol to indicate the
varioussensorvalues on the graph

●

In the "On Y2 axis" group, the analysed sensors are listed, with a checkbox
next to them that, when enabled, moves the graph of the relevant sensor
on the Y2 axis (right), thus allowing a multi-scale display.

●

Moving the cursor to any point in the graph displays a cartoon indicating
the sensor value at that point. mouse wheel can be used to zoom in and
out of a particulararea

●

You can also zoom in by drawing a rectangle in the area you want to
enlarge. In the menu that opens by right-clicking, you can reset the zoom
to display the entire graph and, if necessary, print the current view.

Section View impact
It is possible, following a collision, to display a graph that identifies on three
orthogonal projections in which zone of the vehicle a collision has occurred (Fig
76).
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Fig. 76
To display this type of graph, locate the most intense shock in the list of alarms;
click on the value so that the table turns blue; and finally, click on the "Display
shock" button at the bottom right.

Activating a relay following a collision
Connect the USB cable to the PC and the ETS device. Then start the "ETS"
software and click on the "Settings" button at the bottom right.
Use the search bar at the top to find the section Signals->ETS and click on "ETS"
(Fig. 77)
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Fig.77
From here the screen (Fig. 78) appears. In the box at the top select the sensor "Acc
∑(X,Y,Z)" and configure its section as shown in the figure. To confirm the changes,
click on the 'Save' button at the bottom right.
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Fig. 78

N.B.: When a collision occurs,an "Administrator" card must be
swipedto clearthe alarm
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The next step is to go to Miscellaneous-> User Profiles (Fig. 79)

Fig. 79
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Select "User Profile 1" in the top box and enable the check mark in the "Relay 3"
row, column "AM" to cause the relay to be activated following a collision.

Fig. 80

N.B.: The tick must only be in the "AM" column, otherwise the
relay may be activated by other system states.
Confirm the changes by clicking on the "Write" button.
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Consultation of checklist results
By selecting Settings Special Functions Preliminary Checklist, you can access the
section for viewing the results of the checklist compilations (Fig.81).

Fig.81
●

The current month is loaded automatically, butcan be changed from the
selection box at the top

●

The list ofcompilations that have been carried outis displayed on the left

●

Click on an item to see its details.

●

The button

can be used to export a file in .csv format to save the data

in Excel format.
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●

After pressing the appropriate button, you can decide whether to export
only the selected checklist, or whether toexport allchecklistsof the analysed
month

Fig. 82

Synchronisation with Cloud System
Through the synchronisation function with the Cloud system, it is possible to
display on the web portal the uses, events, routes and all other data of a vehicle
even if the device installed on it is not equipped with Internet connectivity.
Once the files have been downloaded to the PC, the software is able to send all
the necessary data to the Cloud.
To access it, you need to click on the Logs button without any device connected
(or by enabling the "work offline" mode).
●

a login window will appear in which you must first enter the web address
of the portal you are accessing (the same one used to accessthe web
portal)

●

Once you have entered your username and password, click on the
confirmation button to log in.

●

By ticking the box "Storecredentials" all the data you have just entered will
be storednext time you need to log in, this will be done automatically
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●

This screen displays the virtual media on the PC.

In the table on the left there is a button indicating the status of synchronisation
with the Cloud. This box can assume three statuses:

OFF - The vehicle is not present on the Cloud, therefore the
synchronisation function is disabled.

NOT SYNCHRONIZED - The vehicle is not synchronised, clicking on the
button starts synchronisation.

SYNCHRONOUS OK - The PC and the Cloud are synchronised.

●

Clicking on the button

takes you to the classic Registers section,

where you can analyse the data of the selected vehicle.
●

In the table on the right a smalltime report is displayed, thanks to which it
is possible to quickly see whether there have been any uses or events
during the indicated period

●

You can have an annual, monthly, weekly or daily view. Simply select the
desired grouping at the bottom, just below the table.

●

It is also possible to synchronise all vehicles at the same time by pressing

the button

.At the end of the operation, the results of theindividual

synchronisationswill be displayed
●

The "Cloud media" page lists all the media available in the Cloud. With the
button you
can download and import a vehicle.
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●

Importing involves downloading the files (individually selectable), the
Electronic Data Sheet and the vehicle master data.

Maintenance
The ETS is able to update itself automatically and likewise diagnose its status
without the need for external intervention
However, it is advisable to periodically check the physical condition of the
various components such as control units,connectioncablesand external sensors

●

If you complain of a poor battery life inside the device, it is advisable to
check it visually. To dosimply remove the four screws on the back of the
badge reader (ETSUP) and lift the cover, taking care not to force the
connection cables If you notice any swelling, deformation, or leakage of
fluid, the battery should be replaced. In this case, contact your supplier.

Firmware update
You must be connected to the device to update the firmware.
Depending on the firmware to be loaded (boot or main) and the target device
(ETSUP or ETSDN), a USB cable connection may be required.

ATTENTION:
this procedure is relatively delicate and risky, so it is advisable to
always update devices via USB connection.
To begin with, go to Settings->Advanced->Firmware Update->Update Now
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Fig. 83
Click on the "Check for updates automatically" button, or click inside the text field
to select the firmware file you wish to upload, the software will automatically
detect the type of firmware and the target device. If you do not have any firmware
to upload, see the next section.

The automatic update procedure will start, follow the on-screen instructions to
continue.
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Downloading updates
From software version 3.11F, an update download function is available via the
Internet. Software and firmware updates are downloaded automatically in the
background, without disturbing the work being done.
If updates are available for the connected device, they are automatically notified
when the device is connected.
The latest manuals are also downloaded.
If you want to start searching for updates manually, simply click on Help->Search
for Updates in the top bar.

Fig. 84Fig. 85
A window will open that will download new versions of software and firmware for
the devices (if a newer version than the installed one is found).
The window can be closed once operations are complete.
The newly downloaded firmware is saved in the installation folder of the
programme, in the firmware folder.
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Common troubleshooting
The table below lists the most common problems encountered with the ETS and
their solutions. As the latter is highly customisable and configurable, the most
common application of the device is considered when describing the problems:
the system is used as an immobiliser on a vehicle, allowing only authorised users
to use it and, in the event of an alarm situation, inhibiting the movement of the
car until a user enabled to unlock it logs in.
SYMPTOM

POSSIBLE
CAUSE

SOLUTION

Device does not
switch on (14-pin
connector)

No or
insufficient
power supply

Use a multimeter to check that a DC
voltage of at least 10 V is present on the
power supply pins of the control unit.

Faulty control
unit power
supply

Check that there is 5 V on the power
supply pins at the control unit output. If
this is not the case, ask the seller to
replace the control unit relay.

NFC reader
switched off
(central blue
light off)

Check the device settings. Usually the
reader is switched on when the key
input is activated and during
connection with the PC software.

Device does not
switch on (4-pin
connector)

The device does not
recognise cards or
key rings
Device does not
recognise cards or
key fobs (orange
light flashes)
Device does not
recognise cards or
key fobs (central
light remains blue)

User not
enabled

Type of card or
key fob not
supported.

Check user settings

Ensure that the cards or key fobs used
are 13.56Mhz technology.
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Device does not
recognise cards or
key fobs (central
light remains blue)

Broken card or
key ring

Device does not
recognise cards or
key fobs (central
light remains blue)

Disturbance
on the working
frequency of
the reader

SIM card not
detected

Dirty or
oxidised
contacts

MicroSD card not
detected

Incorrect Entry

Replacing the bracket

Insert the appropriate filter in series
with the device power supply (contact
your supplier)

Clean the contacts with a cotton ball
moistened with alcohol
Verify correct insertion

A relay is not
switched

Switching
conditions not
fulfilled

Check user profile settings

Machine does not
activate (user login
correctly)

Incorrect
connection to
the machine

Check the connection. Simulate relay
closure by making a bridge

Machine does not
activate (user login
correctly)

No relay
associated
with activated
user profile

Check user profile settings

Incorrect
connection

Check the connection. For low active
signals use thenegative inputs, for high
active signals use the positive inputs

The device does not
see the digital
inputs (Diagnosis
section of the PC
software)
The
device does not see
the digital inputs
(Diagnosis section
of thePC software)

ETSDNunitnot
connected or
faulty

Check the connection (4-pole cable)
and, using the software, ensure that the
control unit is correctly detected:
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The device does not
see the digital
inputs (Diagnosis
section of thePC
software)

Non-associate
d ETSDN
control unit

Check the connection (4-pole cable)
and, via the software, ensure that the
control unit is associated:
If the error shown is displayed,
double-click on the icon to make the
association.

Device does not see
inputs (PC software
diagnosis section)

Voltage
thresholds not
reached

A voltage of 1.7V must be exceeded to
activate a positive input. A voltage of
less than 0.5V is required to activate a
negative input.

Machine does not
start (red light
flashes)

A memorised
alarm blocks
activation of
the machine

A user enabled to remove alarms must
login

The machine starts
up, but immediately
switches off.

Incorrect user
deactivation
settings

Check user retention conditions and
auto-logout time. (e.g. no key input)

After a period of
use, switching off
the power supply to
the device
immediately shuts
it down.
After a period of
use, switching off
the power supply to
thedevice
immediately shuts
it down
Device does not
transmit (GPRS)

Device does not
transmit (GPRS)

Internal
battery
disconnected

Internal device
battery flat or
in need of
replacement
SIM not
present or not
enabled for
data traffic
PIN code not
entered or
incorrect

You may have forgotten to reconnect
the internal battery connector (white
three-wire connector)during a service
operation. Follow the instructions in
chapter "Inserting/replacing SIM card"
and connect the battery.

Contacting support

Check with your SIM provider to see if
you can access the internet.

Correct settings (chapter "PIN code")
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Device does not
transmit (GPRS)

Wrong APN,
http, FTP, etc.
connection
settings

Device is not
transmitting (WiFi)

Device Not
connected to
WiFi network

The device clock
does not stay
synchronised

Low buffer
battery

After an update, the
device froze

No usage is
recorded (machine
is activated)
RFID reader does
not switch on
(central LED off)
RFID reader does
not switch on
(central LED off,
correct user profile
configuration)

The device is not
recognised by the
software

--

Check connection settings

Check connection settings and
coverage on site

Contacting support

Disconnect the device from all power
sources including the USB cable and
the battery inside the device, wait 5
seconds and reconnect everything. If
the problem persists, contact service

Incorrect
profile
configuration

Via Setup -> States -> Profile activation,
ensure that the Work profile is activated
with the presence of the user (check
USER)

Incorrect user
profile
configuration

Via
Setup -> States -> User profiles check
that the RFID line is set correctly

Hardware
failure

Check, by connecting to the software,
that the central LED lights up. If not,
contact the service department

Faulty USB
cable

Try another cable

COM port busy

Close all other software running, if the
problem persists restart the PC

No COMport

Check that the drivers are correctly
installed
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Hardware
failure

Check that the red light at the top of
the badge reader is on, if not contact
service

Document update details
The technical information contained in this document is provided for
information purposes only and does not constitute a contractual
commitment Kiwitron SRL reserves the right to make any graphic or
functional changes to the devices and/or software without a
notification.
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